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A Climate of Conflict (Sida version)
Climate change is upon us and its physical effects have started to unfold. That is the broad scientific
consensus expressed in the Fourth Assessment Review of the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate
Change. This report takes this finding as its...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.envirosecurity.org )

A Climate of Conflict: The Links Between Climate Change, Peace and War
Climate change is upon us and its physical effects have started to unfold. That is the broad scientific
consensus expressed in the Fourth Assessment Review of the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate
Change. This report takes this finding as its...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.international-alert.org )

Abrupt Climate Change. A report by the U.S. Climate Change Science Program and the
Subcommittee on Global Change Research
"For this Synthesis and Assessment Report, abrupt climate change is defined as: a large-scale change
in the climate system that takes place over a few decades or less, persists (or is anticipated to
persist) for at least a few decades, and causes...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.google.be )

Abrupt Climate Change: Inevitable Surprise
The climate record for the past 100,000 years clearly indicates that the climate system has
undergone periodic - and often extreme - shifts, sometimes in as little as a decade or less. The
causes of abrupt climate changes have not been clearly...
View Publication ( Webpage - books.nap.edu )

African Environmental and Human Security in the 21st Century
Environmental and human security issues are vital national security interests in African states
because most citizens are engaged in daily struggles to survive. Chronic and worsening resource
scarcities and degradations fuel these individual...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.amazon.com )

An Abrupt Climate Change Scenario and Its Implications for United States
The purpose of this report is to imagine the unthinkable, push the boundaries of current research on
climate change so we may better understand the potential implications on United States national
security. ...
View Publication ( PDF - www.edf.org )

An overview of glaciers, glacier retreat, and subsequent impacts in Nepal, India and China
The WWF report "An Overview of Glaciers, Glacier Retreat and Subsequent Impacts in Nepal, India
and China" exposes the rate of retreat of Himalayan glaciers accelerating as global warming
increases. The report states that glaciers in the region are...
View Publication ( PDF - assets.panda.org )

An Uncertain Future: Law Enforcement, National Security and Climate Change
Climate change will have serious environmental, socio-economic and security consequences for both
developed and developing nations alike. This report explores these consequences and demonstrates
that they will present new challenges to governments...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.reliefweb.int )

An uncommon peace: environment, development, and the global security agenda
In 1988, nuclear war was undoubtedly the gravest threat facing the environment, according to Our
Common Future, commonly known as the Brundtland report.1 The possible environmental
consequences of thermonuclear war radioactive contamination, nuclear...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.environmentmagazine.org )

Annual Threat Assessment of the Intelligence Community for the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence
This report summarizes the significant security threats facing the US. The report is provided through
the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and relies on the analysis of all 16 national
intelligence agencies. The global...
View Publication ( PDF - intelligence.senate.gov )
BJP expresses concern over drought, climate change
" Voicing concern over climate change, food shortage and poor monsoons, Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) president Rajnath Singh Sunday wrote to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh that measures
should be taken to improve the...
View Publication ( Webpage - sify.com )

Blinded: The Decline of U.S. Earth Monitoring Capabilities and Its Consequences for National
Security
The United States depends on satellite systems for managing the unconventional challenges of the
21st century in ways that are rarely acknowledged. This is particularly true for satellites that monitor
climate change and other environmental trends,...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.cnas.rsvp1.com )
Can Political Institutions Avert Violence from Climate Change?
This is the central question of a new brief detailing an innovative research project
on Constitutional Design and Conflict Management in Africa. The study includes
seven African country case studies assessing if domestic political institutions...
View Publication ( Webpage - bit.ly )

China-India Clash Over Chinese Claims to Tibetan Water
"New Delhi - Sharpening Asian competition over energy resources, driven in part by high growth
rates in gross domestic product and in part by mercantilist attempts to lock up supplies, has
obscured another danger: Water shortages in much of Asia are...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.japanfocus.org )
Climate and environmental change in arid Central Asia: Impacts, vulnerability, and adaptations
Vulnerability to climate change and other hazards constitutes a critical set of interactions between
society and environment. As transitional economies emerging from the collapse of the Soviet Union,
the republics of Central Asia are particularly...
View Publication ( Webpage - cat.inist.fr )

Climate Change & Security at Copenhagen - II: The Contribution of the Global Security Community
to Success.
On 7 and 8 October 2009, the Institute for Environmental Security and its partners met at the
European Parliament in Brussels to discuss the state of affairs in the lead up to the December
UNFCCC COP15 meeting in Copenhagen, focusing particularly on...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Climate Change & the Military: The State of the Debate
The debate on Climate Change & Security has grown at a rapid pace over the past three years. In
contrast to previous academic discussions on environment and security this process has increasingly
been led by voices from the military themselves. ...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Third
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis is the most comprehensive and up-to-date scientific
assessment of past, present and future climate change. The...
View Publication ( Webpage - www1.ipcc.ch )

Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability. Contribution of Working Group II to
the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
The Climate Change 2007 volumes of the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) provide the most comprehensive and balanced assessment of climate
change available. This volume provides a completely up-to-date...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.ipcc.ch )

Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Fourth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
The Working Group I contribution to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report describes progress in
understanding of the human and natural drivers of climate change, observed climate change,
climate processes and attribution, and estimates of projected...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.ipcc.ch )

Climate Change and Energy Insecurity. The Challenge for Peace, Security and Development
The race to mitigate climate change is not just about preserving the environment, it's also about
security. The security in knowing that our homes are safe, that we have enough food to eat, and that
our water is drinkable. The security in knowing...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.earthscan.co.uk )

Climate Change and Food Security in the Context of the Cancun Agreements
Submission by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to the 14th session of
the AWG-LCA, in accordance with paragraph 1 of the Bali Action...
View Publication ( PDF - foris.fao.org )

Climate Change and Foreign Policy: An exploration of options for greater integration
This report reflects a change in strategic thinking. It presents a series of recommendations on how
foreign policy can help to foster international cooperation on climate change action.This opens up a
broad array of new opportunities, because...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.iisd.org )

Climate Change and International Security: Paper from the High Representative and the European
Commission to the European Council
The risks posed by climate change are real and its impacts are already taking place. The UN
estimates that all but one of its emergency appeals for humanitarian aid in 2007 were climate
related. In 2007 the UN Security Council held its first debate...
View Publication ( PDF - www.consilium.europa.eu )

Climate change and its possible security implications - Report of the Secretary-General
Both governmental views and relevant research on the security implications of climate change, by
and large, approach the question from a perspective of interdependence between human
vulnerability and national...
View Publication ( Webpage - daccess-dds-ny.un.org )

Climate change and its possible security implications - UN General Assembly resolution
Deeply concerned about the possible security implications of climate change, on 3 June 2009, the
General Assembly invited the major organs of the United Nations, including the Security Council, to
intensify their efforts to address the challenge, as...
View Publication ( Webpage - daccess-dds-ny.un.org )

Climate Change and Mediterranean Security
Of all the regions concerned about climate change, the Mediterranean is particularly vulnerable, due
to temperature increase, precipitation decline, sea-level rise and increase in extreme weather events
leading to water and food scarcity and...
View Publication ( PDF - www.iemed.org )

Climate Change and National Security- Parts of a Whole
Many experts agree that climate change is threatening our national security. Before remedies can be
under-taken, however, we must gather the Earth observation data needed for assessing the threat
and formulating policies to mitigate problems and...
View Publication ( PDF - www.aiaa.org )

Climate Change and National Security. An agenda for Action
Climate change presents a serious threat to the security and prosperity of the United States and
other...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.cfr.org )

Climate Change and National Security: A field map and analysis of funding opportunities
View Publication ( PDF - www.sherryconsulting.com )

Climate Change and Natural Resources Conflicts in Africa
This monograph contains papers that were presented at the International Conference on Climate
Change and Natural Resources Confl icts in Africa, 14?15 May 2009, Entebbe, Uganda, organised by
the Environment Security Programme (ESP) of the Institute...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.issafrica.org )

Climate Change and Security in Africa: Vulnerability Report
Following the revision of the initial Vulnerability Discussion Paper in light of the first Dialogue Forum
(Addis Ababa ? 11th October, 2010), ACCES members maintain that Africa is the most vulnerable
continent in terms of the capacity to adapt to...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Climate Change and Security in Asia: Issues and Implications for Australia
The British Foreign and Commonwealth Office has recently begun talking about the challenge of
'climate security', and former United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan has said that ?Global
climate change must take its place alongside the threats...
View Publication ( PDF - www.gechs.org )

Climate Change and Security: Challenges for German Development Cooperation
This publication provides a quick overview of the main insights on the security implications of
climate change. The authors apply the findings to selected sectors (water; food and rural
development; infrastructure, energy and transport;...
View Publication ( PDF - www.gtz.de )

Climate Change and Security: Recommendations of the High Representative on follow-up to the
High Representative and Commission report on Climate Change and International Security
In March 2008, the High Representative and the European Commission presented a joint report to
the European Council, analysing the consequences of climate change for...
View Publication ( PDF - www.consilium.europa.eu )

Climate Change and the Military: First Statement of the Military Advisory Council
A group of serving and retired military officers from Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and the US
released a statement on 29 October 2009 calling on all governments to "work for an ambitious and
equitable international agreement" at the global...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Climate Change as the ?New? Security Threat: Implications for Africa
Climate change represents the latest in a series of environmental drivers of human confict that have
been identifieed in recent decades, following others including drought, desertification, land
degradation, failing water supplies, deforestation,...
View Publication ( PDF - www.iisd.org )

Climate change could lead to Arctic conflict, warns senior Nato commander
Global warming and a race for resources could spark a new 'cold war' in the Arctic, US naval admiral
warns ahead of key talks on environmental security
View Publication ( Webpage - www.guardian.co.uk )

Climate Change in Central Asia
"Since all the Central Asian countries rely heavily on irrigated agriculture, climate change is closely
linked to water availability, energy security, and sustainable development in the region. The
desiccation of the Aral Sea as a result of...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.developmentandtransition.net )

Climate Change in the Himalayas
Climate change has become a major issue in the Hindu Kush-Himalayan region. If average
temperatures increase as predicted, all aspects of human and natural life will be affected. The
mountain regions are particularly vulnerable, both because warming...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.climatechallengeindia.org )

Climate Change Resolution - CESE 1676/2009 fin
The European Economic and Social Committee, as the institutional representative of organised civil
society at European Union level, approves the following message to Governments, leaders,
negotiators and other parties involved with the climate...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Climate Change, Conflict and Fragility: understanding the linkages, shaping effective responses
As climate change unfolds, one of its effects is a heightened risk of violent conflict. This risk is at its
sharpest in poor, badly governed countries, many of which have a recent history of armed conflict.
This both adds to the burdens faced by...
View Publication ( PDF - www.international-alert.org )

Climate Change, Water, and the Himalayas
"The Tibetan Plateau, whose glaciers supply water to some 40 percent of the world's population, is a
climate change hotspot that has experienced a 1 degree Celsius temperature rise in the past decade
alone. The 40,000+ glaciers in China's Himalayas...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.wilsoncenter.org )

Climate Change: A New Threat to Middle East Security
With the Middle East being the world?s most water-stressed region, climate change, which is
projected to cause sea level rise, more extreme weather events, such as droughts and floods, and
less precipitation, will contribute to even greater water...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.foeme.org )

Climate Conflicts in the Horn of Africa?
As climate change has moved up the political agenda over the last two decades, there has been a
concomitant increase in the number of scientific exercises dealing with environmental and climate
security. On the broader issue of environmental...
View Publication ( PDF - www.accord.org.za )

Climate may heat crises, too, military analysts say
"Top US defense officials are envisioning ways that American military personnel, equipment, and
installations might be affected by extreme weather events, rising ocean temperatures, shifts in
rainfall patterns, and other natural resource stresses...
View Publication ( Webpage - features.csmonitor.com )

Climatic Cataclysm: The Foreign Policy and National Security Implications of Climate Change.
Over the last two decades, many experts have made urgent calls to take the global environment
seriously as a national security problem. But the diffuse and remote nature of the threat has made it
difficult to integrate planetary peril into...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.brookings.edu )

Council conclusions on Climate change and security
The Joint Paper on ?Climate Change and International Security? (CCIS) concluded that climate
change is a threat multiplier and compromises the interests and security of the EU and its partners
around the world. It outlined the main threats climate...
View Publication ( PDF - www.consilium.europa.eu )

Delivering Climate Security: International Security Responses to a Climate Changed World
The multiplying security implications of climate change were increasingly acknowledged during
2007. Now, E3G Chief Executive Nick Mabey has authored a report for the Royal United Services
Institute (RUSI) which sets out how the security sector can...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.e3g.org )

Dhaka Declaration on Water Security
Bangladesh Institute of Peace and Security Studies (BIPSS) and Strategic Foresight Group (SFG), India,
organised the Second International Workshop on Himalayan Sub-regional Cooperation for Water
Security in Dhaka on 15-16 January, 2010. This is part...
View Publication ( PDF - bipss.org.bd )

Climate Change Resolution - CESE 1676/2009 fin
The European Economic and Social Committee, as the institutional representative of organised civil
society at European Union level, approves the following message to Governments, leaders,
negotiators and other parties involved with the climate...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Climate Change, Conflict and Fragility: understanding the linkages, shaping effective responses
As climate change unfolds, one of its effects is a heightened risk of violent conflict. This risk is at its
sharpest in poor, badly governed countries, many of which have a recent history of armed conflict.
This both adds to the burdens faced by...
View Publication ( PDF - www.international-alert.org )

Climate Change, Water, and the Himalayas
"The Tibetan Plateau, whose glaciers supply water to some 40 percent of the world's population, is a
climate change hotspot that has experienced a 1 degree Celsius temperature rise in the past decade
alone. The 40,000+ glaciers in China's Himalayas...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.wilsoncenter.org )

Climate Change: A New Threat to Middle East Security
With the Middle East being the world?s most water-stressed region, climate change, which is
projected to cause sea level rise, more extreme weather events, such as droughts and floods, and
less precipitation, will contribute to even greater water...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.foeme.org )

Climate Conflicts in the Horn of Africa?
As climate change has moved up the political agenda over the last two decades, there has been a
concomitant increase in the number of scientific exercises dealing with environmental and climate
security. On the broader issue of environmental...
View Publication ( PDF - www.accord.org.za )

Climate may heat crises, too, military analysts say
"Top US defense officials are envisioning ways that American military personnel, equipment, and
installations might be affected by extreme weather events, rising ocean temperatures, shifts in
rainfall patterns, and other natural resource stresses...
View Publication ( Webpage - features.csmonitor.com )

Climatic Cataclysm: The Foreign Policy and National Security Implications of Climate Change.
Over the last two decades, many experts have made urgent calls to take the global environment
seriously as a national security problem. But the diffuse and remote nature of the threat has made it
difficult to integrate planetary peril into...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.brookings.edu )

Council conclusions on Climate change and security
The Joint Paper on ?Climate Change and International Security? (CCIS) concluded that climate
change is a threat multiplier and compromises the interests and security of the EU and its partners
around the world. It outlined the main threats climate...
View Publication ( PDF - www.consilium.europa.eu )

Delivering Climate Security: International Security Responses to a Climate Changed World
The multiplying security implications of climate change were increasingly acknowledged during
2007. Now, E3G Chief Executive Nick Mabey has authored a report for the Royal United Services
Institute (RUSI) which sets out how the security sector can...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.e3g.org )

Dhaka Declaration on Water Security
Bangladesh Institute of Peace and Security Studies (BIPSS) and Strategic Foresight Group (SFG), India,
organised the Second International Workshop on Himalayan Sub-regional Cooperation for Water
Security in Dhaka on 15-16 January, 2010. This is part...
View Publication ( PDF - bipss.org.bd )

Environment and Security: Challenges for Change
Report on the Roundtable Workshop on Environment and Security at IUCN World Conservation
Congress in Barcelona, 6 October...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Environmental security heats up
"We are not your traditional environmentalists,? General Gordon Sullivan (USA, Ret.), former U.S.
Army chief of staff, wryly told reporters as he presented the Center for Naval Analysis? (CNA) report
National Security and the Threat of Climate...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.wilsoncenter.org )

Environmental security, abrupt climate change and strategic intelligence
This paper assesses the current policy efforts to define and confront environmental security
challenges. National and international organizations (eg ENVSEC, NATO, US DOE, OSCE) have made
renewed attempts in recent years to address environmental...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Facing Global Environmental Change
This policy-focused, global and multidisciplinary security handbook on Facing Global Environmental
Change addresses new security threats of the 21st century posed by climate change, desertification,
water stress, population growth and urbanization....
View Publication ( Webpage - www.springer.com )

From Climate Change to Conflict? No Consensus Yet
Many scholars, policymakers, and activists have argued that climate change will lead to resource
competition, mass migration, and, ultimately, an increase in armed conflict around the world. This
article takes issue with the `deterministic' view...
View Publication ( Webpage - jpr.sagepub.com )

Global Trends 2025: A Transformed World
"We prepared Global Trends 2025: A Transformed World to stimulate strategic thinking about the
future by identifying key trends,thefactors thatdrivethem, where they seem to be headed, and how
they might interact. It uses scenarios to illustrate...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.dni.gov )

Global Warming Is Just the Tip of the Iceberg
The Cold War shaped world politics for half a century. But global warming may shape the patterns of
global conflict for much longer than that and help spark clashes that will be, in every sense of the
word, hot...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.washingtonpost.com )

How climate Change is Pushing the Boundaries of Security and Foreign Policy
This paper examines how two aspects of climate change, namely Arctic melt and rising sea levels,
can lead to international legal disputes, disrupt access to vital resources such as water and food, and
damage critical infrastructure....
View Publication ( Webpage - www.chathamhouse.org.uk )

Human Impact Report: Climate Change ? The Anatomy of a Silent Crisis
Climate Change responsible for 300,000 deaths a...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.ghf-geneva.org )

IEA: Energy security to come from mitigating climate change
the global economic slowdown cannot distract policymakers worldwide from progressing on climate
change mitigation efforts through international accords and related national energy policies, said
Richard J. Jones, deputy executive director of the...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.ogj.com )

Impact of Climate Change on Himalayan Glaciers and Glacial Lakes: Case Studies on GLOF and
Associated Hazards in Nepal and Bhutan
The global mean temperature is expected to increase between 1.4 to 5.8 degrees over the next
hundred years. The consequences of this change in global climate are already being witnessed in the
Himalayas where glaciers and glacial lakes are changing...
View Publication ( PDF - www.mtnforum.org )

Impacts of Climate Change: A system vulnerability approach to consider the potential impacts to
2050 of a mid-upper greenhouse gas emissions scenario
Climate change poses unique challenges to U.S. national security and interests. Yet current
approaches and methods for understanding climate change and its impacts fall short in their efforts
to help us anticipate and prepare for these...
View Publication ( PDF - media.washingtonpost.com )

In Search of Shelter: Mapping the Effects of Climate Change on Human Migration and
Displacement
The impacts of climate change are already causing migration and displacement. Although the exact
number of people that will be on the move by mid-century is uncertain, the scope and scale could
vastly exceed anything that has occurred before. People...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.careclimatechange.org )

Indo-Bangladesh Summit: A Security Agenda for Bangladesh
Since the assumption of the office by the current Awami League led Grand Alliance government, the
upcoming visit of the Prime Minister of Bangladesh to India is one of the most high profile bilateral
visits. Due to reasons of security and geography,...
View Publication ( PDF - www.bipss.org.bd )

Joint Africa EU Strategy ? 2nd Action Plan 2011-2013
This plan (adopted at the 3rd Africa EU Summit, on 29-30 November 2010, in Tripoli, Libya) builds up
on experience gained from the 1st Action Plan, and political objectives enshrined into the 2007 Joint
Africa-EU Strategy (JAES) which defines the...
View Publication ( PDF - www.africa-eu-partnership.org )

Joint Progress Report and follow-up recommendations on climate change and international
security (CCIS) to the Council
Climate change is a global challenge, for our environment, economy and way of life. The security
implications are real and already being felt. We must expect more in the future, even if concerted
global action can limit temperature increases to...
View Publication ( PDF - register.consilium.europa.eu )

Locating Climate Insecurity: Where Are the Most Vulnerable Place in Africa?
Africa is widely recognized as one of the continent’s most vulnerable to climate change The
continent’s vulnerability is partly driven by geography, but also by its low adaptive capacity resulting
from dysfunctions in countries’ economies, health,...
View Publication ( Webpage - ccaps.strausscenter.org )

Mapping Climate Change and Security in North Africa
The purpose of this study is to reach a better understanding of how climate change and physical
sources of vulnerability to natural hazards might intersect with the region?s various demographic,
social, and political sources of weakness. Using...
View Publication ( Webpage - ccaps.strausscenter.org )
Migration, Climate Change and the Environment: Key Figures
This fact sheet from the IOM provides a useful overview of the widely varying estimates regarding
current migration flows and forecasts for future migration flows due to natural disasters and longer
term environmental factors.
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

Military vs. Climate Security. Mapping the Shift from the Bush Years to the Obama Era
In addition to creating an existential threat to the planet and its people, rapidly accelerating climate
change is a security challenge. The U.S. military now views the massive disruptions that will result, in
the absence of concerted global action,...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.ips-dc.org )

National intelligence assessment on the national security implications of climate change to 2030
"We began our effort following a National Intelligence Priorities Framework review in 2006,
believing the time was right to develop a community level product on the national security
significance of future climate change. It had obviously become an...
View Publication ( PDF - www.dni.gov )

National Security and the Threat of Climate Change
Global climate change presents a serious national security threat which could impact Americans at
home, impact United States military operations and heighten global tensions, according to a new
study released by a blue-ribbon panel of eleven retired...
View Publication ( Webpage - securityandclimate.cna.org )

National Security Strategy of the United Kingdom: Security in an Interdependent World
This report highlights the nature of the new security challenges, how they have changed, and how
we are...
View Publication ( PDF - interactive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk )

NNSA Participates In White House Briefing On Climate And National Security
The nation?s leading nuclear security official today participated in a White House briefing on the
national security implications of global climate change. Thomas P. D?Agostino, Administrator of the
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA),...
View Publication ( Webpage - nnsa.energy.gov )

On the Frontline of Climate Change: International Security Implications
"On the Frontline of Climate Change: International Security Implications" is a methodical study of the
larger strategic ramifications of global warming....
View Publication ( Webpage - www.kas.de )

Outcome of the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on long-term Cooperative Action under the
Convention
The agreement ?Affirms that climate change is one of the greatest challenges of our time and that
all...
View Publication ( PDF - unfccc.int )

Peace Building Across the Lake Albert
In the face of multiple violent conflicts, researchers and practitioners alike debate the potential and
limits of peacebuilding. The role of the environment and natural resource management in this
context is particularly important, as it can...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.orrg )

Powering America's Defense: Energy and the Risks to National Security
Powering America's Defense: Energy and the Risks to National Security is a report by CNA's Military
Advisory Board (MAB) that explores the impact of America's energy choices on our national security
policies. This report follows the MAB's...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.cna.org )

Precise timing and characterization of abrupt climate change 8200 years ago from air trapped in
polar ice
How fast and how much climate can change has significant implications for concerns about future
climate changes and their potential impacts on society. An abrupt climate change 8200 years ago
(8.2 ka event) provides a test case to understand...
View Publication ( PDF - icebubbles.ucsd.edu )

Promoting the Dialogue: Climate Change and the Quadrennial Defense Review
The Center for a New American Security (CNAS), an RBF grantee, has released a working paper,
Promoting the Dialogue: Climate Change and the Quadrennial Defense Review. The authors, CNAS
Bacevich Fellow Christine Parthemore and Research Assistant...
View Publication ( PDF - www.cnas.org )

Regional Security Implications of Climate Change: A Synopsis
This paper is a synopsis of a broad range of studies that have been conducted over the past years on
the regional security implications of climate change. The synopsis has been commissioned by the
Directorate-General External Relations of the...
View Publication ( PDF - www.adelphi-consult.com )

Renewed growth of atmospheric methane
"Following almost a decade with little change in global atmospheric methane mole fraction, we
present measurements from the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) and the
Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.agu.org )

Report on the Implementation of the European Security Strategy - Providing Security in a Changing
World
Five years on from adoption of the European Security Strategy, the European Union carries greater
responsibilities than at any time in its history. ? The EU remains an anchor of stability. ? Yet, twenty
years after the Cold War, Europe faces...
View Publication ( PDF - www.consilium.europa.eu )

Rising Temperatures, Rising Tensions. Climate change and the risk of violent conflict in the Middle
East
Climate models are predicting a hotter, drier and less predictable climate in the Middle East?a region
already considered the world's most water-scarce and where, in many places, demand for water
already outstrips supply. For Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.iisd.org )
Security and climate change
Despite it being the most studied and arguably most profound of global environmental change
problems, there is relatively little research that explores climate change as a security issue. This
paper systematically explores the range of possible...
Action Guide Record

Security and Scarcity, the Two-headed Problem of Asian Hydropolitics
As the rift has widened between the Chinese government and the Tibetan leadership in exile during
the past year, it is high time that innovative strategies be considered for conflict resolution. During a
recent visit to the Netherlands, I had an...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.policyinnovations.org )

Security implications of climate change in the Sahel region: policy considerations
Over recent years climate change and its impacts on development and security have become a key
concern for policy makers around the world. After decades in which technological innovation,
human ingenuity and adaptation and international trade...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.oecd.org )

Senate Takes Up Climate Change
"A pair of Senate hearings last week focused on jobs, national security, and carbon dioxide as
senators continued to debate provisions in a House-passed bill on climate change. Six committees
have jurisdiction over the bill, and two of them dug...
View Publication ( Webpage - pubs.acs.org )

Shifting Bases, Shifting Perils
This report ? commissioned by the the Office of the OSCE Co-ordinator of Economic and
Environmental Activities (OCEEA) in the context of a project focused on the security implications of
climate change ? is a scoping study on potential security...
View Publication ( PDF - www.adelphi-research.de )

Solutions Not Yet Sought: A Human Security Paradigm for 21st Century Africa
The aim of this text is to challenge traditional thinking about what security means for Africa and
explore solutions not yet sought in the form of a 21st Century human security paradigm.
View Publication ( PDF - www.veroniquedorey.fr )

Taking up the Security Challenge of Climate Change
Climate change, in which man-made global warming is a major factor, will likely have dramatic and
long lasting consequences with profound security implications, making it a challenge the United
States must urgently take up. The security implications...
View Publication ( PDF - www.strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil )

Technology Transfer for the Ozone Layer: Lessons for Climage Change
'Imagine the pride of earning the Nobel Prize for warning that CFCs were destroying the ozone layer.
Then imagine that citizens, policymakers, and business executives heeded the warning and
transformed markets to protect the earth. This book is the...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.earthscan.co.uk )

The 2011 Presidential Climate Action Plan
In August 2010 when it became clear that Congress would not act on a climate bill, we issued several
additional recommendations for presidential action -- short-term steps the Administration could
take to enhance U.S. credibility in international...
View Publication ( PDF - www.climateactionproject.com )

The 8K event: cause and consequence of a major Holocene abrupt climate change
A prominent, abrupt climate event about 8200 years ago brought generally cold and dry conditions
to broad northern-hemisphere regions especially in wintertime, in response to a very large outburst
flood that freshened the North Atlantic. Changes...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.sciencedirect.com )

The Age of Consequences: The Foreign Policy and National Security Implications of Global Climate
Change
For the past year a diverse group of experts, under the direction and leadership of the Center for a
New American Security (CNAS) and the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), met
regularly to start a new conversation to consider...
View Publication ( PDF - csis.org )

The Budgets Compared. Military vs. Climate Security
Accepting his Nobel Peace Prize, Al Gore called on the nations of the world to mobilize to avert
climate disaster ?with a sense of urgency and shared resolve that has previously been seen only
when nations have mobilized for war.? This report...
View Publication ( PDF - www.fpif.org )

The changing Himalayas: impact of climate change on water resources and livelihoods in the
greater Himalayas
The greater Himalayan region and its water resources play an important role in global atmospheric
circulation, biodiversity, etc while serving more than 1.3 billion people in the basin areas of ten large
Asian rivers. This paper discusses these...
View Publication ( PDF - www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in )

The Environmental Security Debate and its Significance for Climate Change
Policymakers, military strategists and academics all increasingly hail climate change as a security
issue. This article revisits the (comparatively) long-standing ?environmental security debate? and
asks what lessons that earlier debate holds for...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.informaworld.com )

The EU and climate security: a case of successful norm entrepreneurship?
This article analyses the development of the European Union (EU) as a global actor in the area of
climate security. Building on this, it explicitly draws on constructivist concepts such as norm
entrepreneurship and epistemic communities. To this...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.informaworld.com )

The European Security and Defence College's Common Security and Defence Policy Handbook
Published by the European Security and Defence College in 2010, this is an overview of the CSDP
which includes in-depth analyses of the impact of the Lisbon Treaty on that policy as well as the
development of military capabilities within the EU.
View Publication ( PDF - www.consilium.europa.eu )

The future is here: Climate Change in the Pacific
Developing nations in the Pacific are at the frontline of global climate change. Livelihoods and food
and water sources that have sustained communities over generations are being threatened. People
are losing land and being forced from their homes....
View Publication ( Webpage - www.oxfam.org.au )

The Geopolitics of Climate Change: Challenges to the International System
This report analyses the consequences of climate change and global warming for international
politics in general and international security in particular. The report focuses on whether and in what
way climate change may alter the conditions of...
View Publication ( PDF - www.envirosecurity.org )

The Last Straw
Hopelessly overcrowded, crippled by poverty, teeming with Islamist militancy, careless with its
nukesn, it sometimes seems as if Pakistan can’t get any more terrifying. But forget about the Taliban:
The country's troubles today pale compared with what...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.foreignpolicy.com )

The Melting Himalayas: Regional Challenges and Local Impacts of Climate Change on Mountain
Ecosystems and Livelihoods
This policy summary looks at reported and possible, future consequences of climate change in the
greater Himalayan region. The main emphasis is on responses in high mountain phenomena like
glaciers, permafrost, and avalanches; the implications for...
View Publication ( Webpage - books.icimod.org )
The new global security landscape: 10 Recommendations from the 2010 Security Jam
The online Security Jam?s goal has been to bring together actors across the entire spectrum of the
international community to brainstorm on the changing nature of the 21st century security
landscape. The overarching question was ?how can...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.securitydefenceagenda.org )
The Political Consequences of Climate Change
Over the medium term, climate change and security are not likely to involve simple causality and a
stark, one-to-one correspondence. The more intangible third-order socio-political and institutional
effects have not been fully appreciated. Only by...
Action Guide Record
The Third Pole
The Tibetan plateau gets a lot less attention than the Arctic or Antarctic, but after them it is Earth's
largest store of ice. And the store is melting fast.
View Publication ( Webpage - www.nature.com )

The Vulnerability of Energy Infrastructure to Environmental Change
Energy generation, extraction, refining, processing and distribution require a complex, interlinked,
expensive and sometimes global infrastructure. However, much of that infrastructure lies in areas
that may become increasingly physically unstable...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.chathamhouse.org.uk )

Tibet: Plateau in Peril
The article discusses the possibility that the glaciers of the Tibetan plateau could be melted by global
warming....
View Publication ( PDF - sites.asiasociety.org )

Toward Low Carbon Resilient Economies - Implications for the Fast-Start Finance Package
The report, "Toward Low Carbon Resilient Economies - Implications for the Fast-Start Finance
Package", outlines the dangers of spending the $30 billion in fast-start finance pledged at
Copenhagen last year on short-term, least-cost emission...
View Publication ( PDF - www.e3g.org )

U.S.: Better Balance Between Climate and Military Spending Urged
"While that ratio represents a huge improvement over the 1:88 dollar ratio allocated by the George
W. Bush administration, it may be difficult to sustain, according to the report, because most of the
increase in climate-related spending is included...
View Publication ( Webpage - ipsnews.net )

Urgency of tackling climate change
With the clock ticking and less than a hundred days to go until ministers from around the world
meet at the UN climate change conference in Copenhagen, Denmark, now is the time for the UK and
[South Asia/India/Bangladesh] to work together to get a...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.thedailystar.net )

Water and Hydro-Conflict in South Asia: Issues and Challenges
The distribution of environmental resources as a potential contributor to conflict has been the
subject of considerable research, and these linkages have dominated the post-Cold War interest in
environmental security. Within this genre, much...
View Publication ( Webpage - bipss.org.bd )

Water challenges in Central-South Asia
Water issues play a crucial role in Central-South Asia, both in the quantity of water available and its
quality. Access to clean drinking water is a major, though largely unmet, objective. While much of
the region is experiencing water shortages,...
View Publication ( PDF - www.peacebuilding.no )

Water on the Tibetan Plateau: Ecological and Strategic Implications for the Region
n June 2009, the Hague Centre for Strategic Studies convened a high-level roundtable on Water on
the Tibetan Plateau: Ecological and Strategic Implications for the Region. This roundtable brought
together water, environmental and security experts...
View Publication ( PDF - www.hcss.nl )

Why the East-Siberian Arctic shelf should be considered as a new focal point for methane studies.
"The importance of this huge pool of old carbon, stored within on-land permafrost in the Siberian
region, has been repeatedly highlighted during the last decade. This importance is determined by
the gradual mobilization of old carbon and its...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.cosis.net )

World in Transition ? Climate Change as a Security Risk
"With World in Transition ? Climate Change as a Security Risk, WBGU has compiled a flagship report
on an issue that quite rightly is rising rapidly up the international political agenda. The authors pull
no punches on the likelihood of increasing...
View Publication ( Webpage - www.wbgu.de )

